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ABSTRACT: The BCR/ABLp210 fusion gene is a classic biomarker of
chronic myeloid leukemia, which can be divided into e13a2 and e14a2
isoforms according to different breakpoints. These two isoforms showed
distinct differences in clinical manifestation, treatment effect, and
prognosis risk. Herein, a strategy based on nanocluster beacon (NCB)
fluorescence was developed to identify the e13a2 and e14a2 isoforms in
one-pot. Because the fluorescence of AgNCs can be activated when they
are placed in proximity to the corresponding enhancer sequences,
thymine-rich (T-rich) or guanine-rich (G-rich). In this work, we explored
an ideal DNA−AgNCs template as an excellent molecular reporter with a
high signal-to-noise ratio. After recognition with the corresponding
isoforms, the AgNCs can be pulled closer to the T-rich or G-rich
sequences to form a three-way junction structure and generate
fluorescence with corresponding wavelengths. Therefore, by distinguishing
the corresponding wavelengths of AgNCs, we successfully identified two isoforms in one tube with the limitation of 16 pM for e13a2
and 9 pM for e14a2. Moreover, this strategy also realized isoform identification in leukemia cells and newly diagnosed CML patients
within 40 min, which provides a powerful tool to distinguish fusion gene subtypes at the same time.
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The BCR/ABLp210 fusion gene is present in more than 95% of
chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML) patients,1,2 which is the
result of the translocation between chromosomes 9 and 22.3−8

Depending on the location of the breakpoint site within the
BCR gene, the BCR/ABLp210 fusion gene has two important
isoforms e13a2 and e14a2.9 It has been reported that the
clinical manifestation and prognosis of e14a2 and e13a2
isoforms are extremely distinct, although their length of
transcript sites differs only by 75 bp (25 amino acids).10

Moreover, they also have different responses to the target drug
imatinib, a tyrosine kinase inhibitor, and the e14a2 isoform
shows a better therapeutic effect.11 Compared with the e14a2
isoform patients of CML, patients with the e13a2 isoform have
a poorer prognosis and a higher recurrence rate. Therefore,
there is an important clinical value to distinguish the e13a2 and
e14a2 isoforms of the BCR/ABLp210 fusion gene in disease
classification and prognosis evaluation.
At present, fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH)12 and

quantitative reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction
(qRT-PCR)13 are the main methods used to detect fusion
genes in clinical laboratories. Clinical FISH kits for BCR/
ABLP210 detection are already available.14 Based on the precise
spatial location, it can distinguish large fragments of
chromosomal aberrations rather than specific BCR/ABLp210

isoforms. Given the high sensitivity of qRT-PCR, it is applied
to quantitatively detect the BCR/ABLp210 fusion transcript
expression level. However, it cannot distinguish the isoforms of
the fusion gene either. Some methods have been established
for the simultaneous quantitative detection and isoform
analysis of BCR/ABLp210 fusion genes. Christopoulos’s group
reported a dry chemical method based on gold nanoparticles.
This method detected cDNA products and required an
additional RT-PCR process.3 cDNA sequencing provided
more direct evidence for the identification of e13a2 and
e14a2 isoforms. However, it also required the RT-PCR
process.15−17 Our group previously reported an RNA fusion-
triggered rolling loop amplification reaction to discern the
BCR/ABLp210 fusion gene isoforms.17 This process was carried
out in two tubes and also required the participation of
enzymes. Therefore, it is necessary to establish a more effective
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and simple method to identify the fusion gene isoforms in one-
pot.
Recently, DNA-templated silver nanoclusters (DNA−

AgNCs) have been widely used in biological analysis and
imaging as excellent fluorescent nanomaterials due to their
good flexibility, stability, and perfect biocompatibility.18

Altering the DNA template sequence and structure can
modulate its emission wavelength spanning from the cyan
region (450−492 nm) to the near-infrared region (>700
nm).19 Especially, an interesting phenomenon was found by
Yeh et al. that the fluorescence of AgNCs can be greatly
activated when they are placed in proximity to the guanine
(G)-rich enhancer sequence, and a binary probe named
nanocluster beacon (NCB) was constructed to detect an
influenza target.20 This light-up phenomenon has been
successfully applied to detect tumor-specific miRNA,21 viral
DNA,22 enzymes,23 and tumor-specific antigens.24 Moreover, a
thymine (T)-rich sequence also has the ability to enhance the
fluorescence of AgNCs.20 These facts provide the possibility to
realize multiple detection in the same system by lighting up
appropriate DNA−AgNCs. For example, Qu’s group reported
for the first time a strategy based on multi-color DNA−AgNCs
that were lighted up by G-rich and T-rich enhancer sequences
for simultaneous fingerprint imaging.25 However, compared
with a G-rich enhancer, the fluorescence enhancement of this
DNA−AgNCs template (CCCTTAATCCCC) lit up by T-rich
enhancer sequences is not satisfactory due to the high
background signal resulting in a low signal-to-background
ratio (S/B ratio).20,25

Therefore, in this work, we first explored an ideal DNA−
AgNCs template sequence with a better S/B ratio after it was
lit up by a T-rich enhancer and established a new strategy to
detect fusion gene isoforms, e14a2 and e13a2, in one-pot by
forming a three-way junction (3-WJ) structure. We found that
the dark DNA−AgNCs (CCTCCTTCCTCC) can be
enhanced by both T-rich and G-rich sequences with a good
enhancement effect. Then, we took advantage of this AgNCs as
a signal reporter molecule and designed two bifunctional
tuning probes which contain the enhancer sequences (G-rich
or T-rich) and the recognition sequence of the corresponding
isoforms. In the presence of the corresponding target, the
signal reporter of AgNCs will be pulled closer to the
corresponding enhancer sequence, generating the characteristic
wavelength fluorescence. Thus, the corresponding isoforms can
be identified by distinguishing two non-overlapping fluores-
cence peaks. In general, our strategy provides a simple and
enzyme-free method for the simultaneous detection of the
fusion gene isoforms, e14a2 and e13a2, in one step, which is of
great potential value in clinical applications for CML diagnosis
and treatment.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Reagents and Materials. HPLC-purified DNA oligonucleo-

tides (Table S1), diethylpyrocarbonate (DEPC), and dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) were obtained from Sangon Biotechnology Co.,
Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Silver nitrate (AgNO3) and sodium
borohydride (NaBH4) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Co., Ltd.
(St. Louis, USA). Ultrapure water (Millipore, resistivity, over 18.2
MΩ) was used in all the experiments. Tubes and tips were all RNase-
free. All other reagents in the experiment were of analytical grade.
2.2. Apparatus. A Cary Eclipse fluorescence spectrophotometer

(Agilent Technologies, USA) was used in the experiment to measure
the fluorescence intensity. A Talos F200X transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) instrument (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) was

used to characterize the size of DNA−AgNCs. Polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis was performed on a Bio-Rad electrophoresis analyzer
(Bio-Rad, USA) and imaged on a Bio-Rad ChemDoc XRS (Bio-Rad,
USA). A UV-2550 spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Japan) was used in
the experiment to measure UV−vis absorption spectra. A NanoDrop
spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. Waltham Mass,
USA) was used to measure the concentration of extracted total RNA.

2.3. Synthesis of DNA−AgNCs. The DNA template sequences
AgNCs−ABL, AgNCs-1, and AgNCs-2 were used to synthesize
DNA−AgNCs according to the previous report with some changes.26

20 μL of the DNA template sequence (20 μM), 12 μL of AgNO3
(300 μM), and 156 μL of 2 × PBS (PH 7.0) were mixed together.
Then, the mixture of DNA and AgNO3 was vortexed for 30 s and then
centrifuged at 10 000 rpm for 30 s. Next, the mixture was incubated at
4 °C for at least 15 h to stabilize the AgNCs on the DNA strand. 12
μL of NaBH4 (300 μM) was added to the incubated Ag−DNA
mixture. Finally, the mixture was incubated at 25 °C in a metal bath
for 5 h and stored at 4 °C for future use. The molar reaction ratio in
this experiment was DNA/AgNO3/NaBH4 = 1:9:9 (final concen-
trations were 2, 18, and 18 μM, respectively).

2.4. Sample Preparation. Chronic myelogenous leukemia cell
lines K562 and KCL22, obtained from the First Affiliated Hospital of
Chongqing Medical University, were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium
in a humidified incubator (5% CO2 filled) at 37 °C supplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum, 1% streptomycin, and 1% penicillin. The
cells were gathered into a centrifuge tube and centrifuged at 700 rpm
for 3 min, the supernatant was discarded, an appropriate volume of
PBS was added, and repeatedly washed three times. Peripheral blood
samples were collected from 16 healthy volunteers with informed
consent. The First Affiliated Hospital of Chongqing Medical
University approved the collection and use of samples. The red
blood cells in peripheral blood were lysed with the Hayem cell lysis
solution. The leukemic cells and normal white blood cells (WBCs)
were resuspended with normal saline to count the number of cells.
K562 cells and KCL22 cells were mixed with WBCs at different ratios.
The bone marrow blood of 13 BCR/ABLP210 positive patients and 6
non-leukemic patients were obtained with informed consent. Ethics
approval was obtained for this research from the Medical Ethics
Committee of the First Affiliated Hospital of Chongqing Medical
University (NSFC81873972). Hayem’s solution with 0.14 M
ammonium chloride and 0.02 M Tris was used to obtain isolated
mononuclear cells. Then, the total RNA was extracted with the
TRIzol reagent.

2.5. Hybridization of DNA−AgNCs and Enhancer Sequen-
ces. Different control groups (the final concentrations of all probes
were 1 μM) were prepared. After vigorously shaking for 1 min, the
samples were incubated at 37 °C for 40 min. The absorption
spectrum of each group was recorded in the range from 800 to 350
nm to find absorption peaks for the dark state and the bright state of
DNA−AgNCs. Then, the absorption peaks were used as the
excitation wavelength to determine their emission peaks.

The light-up effect was estimated using the S/B ratio, the
calculation method was that the fluorescence intensity of the bright
state formed after hybridization with the enhancer sequence was
defined as the signal and the fluorescence intensity of the dark state of
the silver cluster itself was defined as the background signal. The S/B
ratio is the ratio of the signal to the background signal.

2.6. Simultaneous One-Step Detection. For mimic DNA or
cell extracts: 50 μL of prepared AgNCs−ABL (600 nM), 5 μL of
e13a2-T12 (6 μM), 5 μL of e14a2-G4 (6 μM), 5 μL of different
concentrations of e13a2 and e14a2 (or the corresponding RNA
extracts), and 2 × PBS (PH 7.0) were mixed together in a total
volume of 100 μL. The sample was incubated in the metal bath at 37
°C for 40 min. Then, the emission fluorescence signals were measured
in the wavelength range from 460 to 800 nm with 450 nm excitation
wavelength for e13a2 and from 605 to 750 nm with 595 nm excitation
wavelength for e14a2 at room temperature under optimal
experimental conditions. The voltage was 700 V.

For bone marrow blood samples: 50 μL of prepared AgNCs−ABL
(600 nM), 5 μL of e13a2-T12 (6 μM), 5 μL of e14a2-G4 (6 μM), 30
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μL of RNA extracts (40 ng/μL), and 2 × PBS (PH 7.0) were mixed
together in a total volume of 100 μL. The sample was incubated in the
metal bath at 37 °C for 40 min. Then, the emission fluorescence
signals were measured in the wavelength range from 460 to 800 nm
with 450 nm excitation wavelength for e13a2 and from 605 to 750 nm
with 595 nm excitation wavelength for e14a2 at room temperature
under optimal experimental conditions. The voltage was 800 V.
2.7. Native Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis. To verify the

feasibility of our strategy, the products and the oligonucleotides of the
strategy were analyzed by 12% native polyacrylamide gel electro-
phoresis (PAGE) in 1 × TBE buffer (90 mM Tris−HCl, 90 mM boric
acid, and 2 mM EDTA; pH, 7.9) at 110 V for 30 min and then the
photo of the gel was taken by a Bio-Rad ChemDoc XRS.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Principle of the Strategy. In this work, a fast and

simple strategy based on NCB was proposed to identify both
e13a2 and e14a2 simultaneously in one-pot. The fusion
mechanism is presented in Scheme 1A, exon 2 of the ABL gene
at chromosome 9 fused with exon 13 or exon 14 of the BCR
gene at chromosome 21 to form e13a2 and e14a2 isoforms,
respectively. Different breakpoints lead to the formation of
different subtypes, which is also the key point of identification.
Only when the recognition site and the fusion site matched
perfectly, specificity of our strategy can be guaranteed.
Information about the BCR/ABLp210 fusion genes is given in
the Supporting Information. As shown in Scheme 1B, the
efficient 3-WJ structure was used to detect the fusion gene,
which was expected to be assembled by the AgNC signal
reporter, target, and tuning sequence. To be specific, the
AgNC signal reporter contains a 5 nt “stem” structure, which
can bring the turning probe proximal to AgNCs, and is flanked
by the 20 nt ABL gene recognition domain and the 12 nt
DNA−AgNCs templating domain (named AgNCs−ABL
probe). Two kinds of tuning sequences, one composed of
the 20 nt BCRe13 recognition domain and the 12 nt T-rich
enhancement domain (named BCRe13-T-rich probe) and the
other composed of the 20 nt BCRe14 recognition domain and

the 18 nt G-rich enhancement domain (named BCRe14-G-rich
probe). They also share 5 nt “stem” structures with its
neighbor AgNCs−ABL. When the corresponding isoforms
exists, the AgNCs−ABL probe and the corresponding
BCRe13-T-rich or BCRe14-G-rich probe will be close to
each other, which then hybridize with the fusion gene to form
a stable 3-WJ structure. Therefore, AgNCs will light up and
produce fluorescence with different wavelengths after being
enhanced by G-rich or T-rich sequences, which represent the
corresponding isoforms.

3.2. Exploration of the DNA−AgNCs Template. In this
strategy, the DNA−AgNCs template was expected to emit
different wavelengths of fluorescence after being illuminated by
G-rich or T-rich enhancer sequences to distinguish the two
BCR/ABLP210 fusion gene isoforms. According to a previous
r e po r t , t h e DNA−AgNCs t emp l a t e s e qu en c e
CCCTTAATCCCC (AgNCs-1) can be enhanced by the G-
rich and T-rich enhancer sequences simultaneously.20 How-
ever, the effect of this template enhanced by the T-rich
enhancer sequence was not satisfactory, which cannot meet the
requirement of detection sensitivity. Therefore, it is necessary
to choose an ideal DNA−AgNCs template sequence which can
be greatly enhanced by both G-rich and T-rich sequences to
distinguish BCR/ABLp210 fusion genes simultaneously. In the
experiment, we found that the DNA−AgNCs template
CCTCCTTCCTCC (AgNCs-2) can be enhanced by the T-
rich sequence with a good S/B ratio and a low background
signal. At the same time, it also shows a good enhancement
effect by the G-rich sequence.27 More importantly, these
DNA−AgNCs can release different wavelengths of fluores-
cence without overlapping each other after being enhanced by
G-rich and T-rich sequences.
We first studied UV absorption spectra of this specific

AgNCs-2 before and after being in proximity to G-rich and T-
rich enhancer sequences. As shown in Figure 1A, AgNCs-2
(curve a) showed an absorption peak at around 420 nm, which
was the result of the surface plasmon resonance peak for the

Scheme 1. (A) Formation Mechanism of e13a2 and e14a2 Isoforms of the BCR/ABLp210 Fusion Gene; (B) Schematic Diagram
of the Simultaneous Detection of e13a2 and e14a2 Isoforms of BCR/ABLp210 Fusion Genes
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Ag nanoparticles (AgNPs).21 Besides this peak, AgNCs-2
hybridized with the G-rich-enhancer (AgNCs-2/G-rich-en-
hancer) showed a new broad absorption peak at 595 nm
(curve b), while AgNCs-2 hybridized with a T-rich-enhancer
(AgNCs-2/T-rich-enhancer) showed a distinct wide absorp-
tion peak at 450 nm (curve c). This apparently confirmed that
AgNCs-2 had distinct enhancement effects when placed with
different enhancer sequences. As shown in Figure 1B, when
excited at 450 nm, the fluorescence intensity of the AgNCs-2/
T-rich-enhancer showed a maximum emission at 600 nm
(curve c), which was greatly increased than that of only
AgNCs-2 (curve a). When excited at 595 nm, the emission
maxima of AgNCs-2/G-rich enhancer was at 663 nm (curve
b), while no fluorescence emission occurred for AgNCs-2
(curve a’). This phenomenon was also demonstrated under a
UV lamp (inset of Figure 1B). AgNCs-2/G-rich enhancer
generated a deep red fluorescence, while the AgNCs-2/T-rich
enhancer generated a strong pink fluorescence. The above

results indicated that AgNCs-2 had an excellent signal
amplification efficiency after being enhanced by G-rich or T-
rich sequences. Furthermore, we also compared the enhance-
ment effect of AgNCs-2 and AgNCs-1, which has been
reported to be enhanced by both G-rich and T-rich sequences
at the same time. As shown in Figure 1C,D, we found that
AgNCs-1 itself had a high background signal before being
enhanced by the T-rich sequence, which leads to a relatively
low S/B ratio. In contrast, the AgNCs-2 has a better effect after
being enhanced by a T-rich sequence, in which the S/B ratio is
17.2 times more than that of AgNC-1. According to the
reference, the detailed mechanism of the light-up phenomenon
manifested a spacer sequence (A or T in C-rich domain)
spatially separating the AgNCs into small parts to stay in the
dark state (low fluorescence intensity) and a G-rich enhancer
sequence folding them together in the bright state (high
fluorescence intensity).26 Thus, we speculate that this
sequence can be enhanced by a T-rich sequence in which

Figure 1. (A) Absorption spectra of AgNCs-2 (a), AgNCs-2 + G-rich-enhancer (b), and AgNCs-2 + T-rich-enhancer (c). (B) Fluorescence spectra
of AgNCs-2 (a, λex = 450 nm; a’, λex = 595 nm), AgNCs-2 + G-rich-enhancer (b, λex = 595 nm), and AgNCs-2 + T-rich-enhancer (c, λex = 450 nm),
inset: the color of the samples under a UV lamp. (C) Absorption spectra of AgNCs-1 (a), AgNCs-1 + G-rich-enhancer (b), and AgNCs-1 + T-rich-
enhancer (c). (D) Fluorescence spectra of AgNCs-1 (a, λex = 460 nm; a’, λex = 570 nm), AgNCs-1 + G-rich-enhancer (b, λex = 570 nm), and
AgNCs-1 + T-rich-enhancer (c, λex = 460 nm). Inset: the color of the samples under a UV lamp. (E) Potential mechanism of T-rich enhancement.
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multiple spacers in this DNA−AgNCs template sequence can
divide AgNCs into smaller parts, and a T-rich enhancer
sequence would have a similar effect in bridging the small
AgNCs together (Figure 1E). Considering the balance of the
enhancement effect of AgNCs by a T-rich sequence or G-rich
sequence, we believe that AgNCs-2 was a superior choice with
a stronger enhancement effect both for G-rich and T-rich
sequences, which is beneficial to the detection of BCR/ABLp210

fusion gene simultaneously in one-pot.
3.3. Feasibility of the Strategy for Multiplex

Detection. On the basis of the above turn-on effect

observations, we combined the AgNCs-2 template sequence
with the ABL gene recognition sequence to form bifunctional
AgNCs−ABL probes to identify the BCR/ABLp210 fusion gene.
First, the PAGE experiment was used to demonstrate the
construction of 3-WJ structures. As shown in Figure 2A, no
new bands appeared when AgNCs−ABL was incubated with
BCRe14-G-rich (lane 4) or BCRe13-T-rich (lane 5), indicating
the “stem” structure used to bring an enhancer sequence and
AgNCs−ABL together did not work when there was no target.
When e13a2 was incubated with AgNCs−ABL and BCRe13-
T-rich (lane 6), a brighter band with a larger molecular weight

Figure 2. (A) Results of 12% PAGE. (1) AgNCs−ABL, (2) BCRe14-G-rich, (3) BCRe13-T-rich, (4) AgNCs−ABL + BCRe14-G-rich, (5)
AgNCs−ABL + BCRe13-T-rich, (6) AgNCs−ABL + BCRe13-T-rich + e13a2, and (7) AgNCs−ABL + BCRe14-G-rich + e14a2. The
concentrations of oligonucleotides were all 2 μM. (B) TEM result of AgNCs−ABL. The fluorescence spectra of the detection system without (a,b)
and with (c,d): (C) blank, (D) e13a2, (E) e14a2, and (F) e13a2 and e14a2, respectively (a,c, λex = 450 nm; b, d, λex = 595 nm). The concentrations
of e13a2 and e14a2 were 80 nM.
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emerged, while e14a2 incubated with AgNCs−ABL and
BCRe14-G-rich (lane 7) showed a similar clear band. These
bands stained with dye gave straightforward evidence of the
assembly of a stable 3-WJ structure. Different from silver
chloride nanoparticles,28 the size and the shape of DNA−
AgNC particles are restricted by the DNA template.29 As
shown in Figure 2B, the uniform particles of AgNCs−ABL
were around 3 nm, which was consistent with a previous
report.30 Meanwhile, the prepared AgNCs−ABL was regularly
spherical and well dispersed with a narrow size distribution,
which were perfectly adequate for biosensing applications.
To verify the feasibility when AgNCs−ABL, BCRe13-T-rich,

and BCRe14-G-rich existed in a tube, their fluorescence
responses with or without targets were recorded by exciting
each group at 450 and 595 nm, respectively. As shown in
Figure 2C, when in the absence of targets e13a2 and e14a2,
almost no fluorescence enhancement was found neither at 600
nor at 663 nm (curve c and curve d), respectively. This
indicated that when in the absence of the targets e13a2 and
e14a2, the background signal of AgNCs−ABL was extremely
low and had a negligible effect on the analytical performance.
However, when one kind of fusion gene was presented, as
shown in Figure 2D , the presence of e13a2 caused the largely
increased fluorescence emission at 600 nm (curve c) and an
almost constant fluorescence at 663 nm (curve d). When only

e14a2 existed (Figure 2E), low emission at 600 nm (curve c)
and strong enhancement at 663 nm occurred (curve d). As
shown in Figure 2F, the spectra were measured when e13a2
and e14a2 were added simultaneously. The fluorescence
amplified significantly at 600 nm (curve c) and 663 nm
(curve d), respectively. The above results manifested that the
increase of fluorescence at different emission wavelengths
accurately corresponded with BCR/ABLp210 isoforms.
The excitation spectra were completely non-overlapping at

450 and 595 nm, which corresponded to the simultaneous
addition of e13a2 and e14a2, respectively (Figure S1). This
result further proved the feasibility of simultaneous detection
in one-pot. Furthermore, at the e13a2 detection channel (λex =
450 nm), the fluorescence of e13a2 was not affected by the
addition of various concentrations of e14a2 (Figure S2). In
addition, a similar trend was found for the e14a2 channel (λex =
595 nm) (Figure S3). Thus, even though the concentrations of
interference targets were significantly greater, the response
signal of targets was still impervious to it. The above
experimental results verified that we successfully applied the
AgNC-2 sequence to leukemia fusion gene detection with its
strong dual enhancer sequence turning effect, and the
proposed 3-WJ structure-based strategy was feasible and
reliable for the simultaneous detection of BCR/ABLp210 fusion
genes.

Figure 3. Optimization of base pair numbers of stem. (A) Fluorescence intensity (left axis) with e13a2, without e13a2, and S/B ratio (right axis) of
different stem lengths based on T-rich enhancement (λex = 450 nm). (B) Fluorescence intensity (left axis) with e14a2, without e14a2, and S/B ratio
(right axis) of different stem lengths based on G-rich enhancement (λex = 595 nm). The concentrations of e13a2 and e14a2 were 80 nM.

Figure 4. (A) Fluorescence spectra responding to a−i (0, 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 20, 40, 50, and 80 nM respectively) of e13a2 (left, λex = 450 nm) and e14a2
(right, λex = 595 nm). (B) Calibration curves of the FI−F0 vs concentration of target mimic DNA, where FI and F0 represent the fluorescence
intensity with and without the target.
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3.4. Optimization of the Strategy. Before further
application on RNA transcripts, mimic DNA targets were
first used to optimize the NCB probe.31,32 As shown in Figure
3A, the obtained S/B ratio increased when the base number of
“stem” increased, and it reached the maximum value at 5 bp.
Then, the S/B ratio decreased rapidly due to the increased
background signal. As shown in Figure 3B, a similar trend is
found for “stem” number optimization of the G-rich enhance-
ment in which 5 bp gave rise to the highest S/B ratio.
Therefore, 5 bp was considered as the best length of “stem”
both for G-rich and T-rich enhancements. We also investigated
other reaction conditions which had an influence on the turn-
on performance of DNA−AgNCs. The best values are listed
below: the pH of the hybridization solution was 7.0 (Figure
S4A); the reaction ratio for DNA−AgNCs synthesis was
DNA/AgNO3/NaBH4 1:9:9 (Figure S4B); the hybridization
time was 40 min (Figure S4C); and the hybridization

temperature was 37 °C (Figure S4D). As shown in Figure
S4E,F, the DNA−AgNCs synthesized in PBS and ultrapure
water had similar turn-on fluorescence, and PBS achieved a
higher S/B ratio compared with DNA−AgNCs synthesized in
ultrapure water.

3.5. Sensitivity of the Strategy. In order to investigate
the sensitivity of the strategy, two targets with different
concentrations, ranging from 0 to 80 nM were added
separately under optimized conditions. As shown in Figure
4A , a significant increase in F−F0 was observed when higher
concentrations of the corresponding mimic DNA targets were
added. As shown in Figure 4B, the fluorescence of both e13a2
and e14a2 revealed a perfect linear range from 500 pM to 80
nM with a correlation coefficient of 0.9912 and 0.9954,
respectively. The detection limits of e13a2 and e14a2 were 16
and 9 pM, respectively. (Estimated using the 3σ/S formula,
where σ means the standard deviation of the blank control, n =

Figure 5. (A) Fluorescence spectra of the detection system responding to 0, 5, 10, 25, 50, 75, and 100% KCL22 (left, λex = 450 nm) and K562 cells
(right, λex = 595 nm) mixed with WBCs in 107 total cells. (B) Calibration curves of FI−F0 vs cell number, where FI and F0 represent the
fluorescence intensity with and without RNA extracts, respectively. Fluorescence curves of newly diagnosed CML patients of e13a2 (C) and e14a2
(D) isoforms. The representative cDNA sequencing graph of newly diagnosed CML patients for e13a2 (E) and e14a2 (F) isoforms. The fusion
location is marked with red lines.
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10, and S represents the slope of the equation of linear
regression). Moreover, we compared the NCB strategy with
binary probes listed in Table S2. They shared a similar
detection mode to obtain a response signal by pulling two
probes close together induced by the target.33 All these
methods required the help of a catalyst or expensive labeling
process, while NCB was a label-free34 strategy. Compared with
the NCB probe, the probes based on the fluorescence
resonance energy transfer or catalyst have difficulty in
achieving simultaneous detection. In addition, the NCB
strategy showed a lower detection limit than these binary
probes.
3.6. Strategy in Complex Matrices. According to a

previous report, KCL22 cells expressed e13a235 and K562 cells
expressed e14a2.36 To investigate the sensitivity of the strategy
in complex matrices, a series of ratio percentages of K562 or
KCL22 cells were added to WBCs with a total number of 107

cells, respectively. As shown in Figure 5A, the fluorescence
signal enhanced gradually with the addition of RNA extractions
from higher cell numbers. As shown in Figure 5B , the linear
calibration curves presented by the corresponding F−F0 versus
the number of leukemic cells were displayed with a good
correlation. Moreover, besides RNA extraction from leukemia
cells, the synthesized mimic DNA e13a2, e14a2, normal ABL,
normal BCRe13, and non-complementary sequence (NC)
were tested, respectively, to evaluate specificity. As shown in
Figure S5A, only the addition of e13a2 mimic sequence and
RNA extraction from KCL22 cells significantly enhanced the
fluorescence signal at the e13a2 channel. In addition, the e14a2
channel gave rise to similar results that the fluorescence signal
increased only for the e14a2 mimic sequence and RNA
extraction from K562 cells (Figure S5B).
To further evaluate clinical applications, we gathered RNA

extracts of bone marrow blood samples from 13 newly
diagnosed CML patients and 6 non-leukemic patients. All
CML patients were proved to be BCR/ABLp210 positive by a
commercialized RT-PCR kit. All BCR/ABLp210 positive
patients can be successfully classified into e13a2 or e14a2
isoforms with the proposed method, while BCR/ABLp210

negative samples from non-leukemic patients were negative
in e13a2/e14a2 isoforms (Figure 5C,D). All these results were
confirmed with cDNA-sequencing (Figure 5E,F and Table S3).
Furthermore, as shown in Figure 5C,D, fluorescence intensities
of NCB increased with the increased ratio of BCR/ABLP210/
ABL copies obtained with RT-PCR,37 demonstrating good
coincidence of the two methods. Obviously, our strategy
directly distinguished isoforms from newly diagnosed CML
patients without a reverse transcription process, suggesting the
promising potential for further clinical applications.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we found a DNA−AgNCs template
CCTCCTTCCTCC which had strong emission signals
modulated by enhancer sequences T-rich and G-rich without
overlapping. Then, this DNA−AgNCs template was applied to
develop a cost-effective and time-saving fluorescence strategy
for simultaneous identification of leukemia isoforms based on
NCB. Unlike the qRT-PCR strategy, it perfectly achieved
stable and simultaneous BCR/ABL isoform determination
without reverse transcription and procedural cooling processes.
The detection limits of e13a2 and e14a2 were down to 16 and
9 pM, respectively, and 5% fusion transcripts were successfully
discriminated in complex RNA extractions. e13a2 and e14a2

isoforms from newly diagnosed CML patients were success-
fully identified by the NCB method. This strategy showed
tremendous potential to fabricate a simultaneous assay for
early clinical diagnosis, therapy, and prognosis of CML.
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